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Abstract 
 
Inferring a sequence of variables from observations is a prevalent task in a multitude of applications. 
However, traditional techniques such as Kalman filters (KFs) and particle filters (PFs) are often either 
inaccurate or too complex, and there is a lack of a common theoretical framework unifying the analysis and 
development of filtering techniques. In this talk, new developments to fill these knowledge gaps will be 
presented: 1) a general framework for filtering that allows to hierarchize filtering techniques and formulate 
optimality leading to the concept of belief condensation (BC) filtering, and 2) new filtering techniques 
corresponding to such optimal methodology as well as techniques for BC that accurately approximate 
complex distributions by tractable ones. Finally, simulation results will be presented for the important 
filtering task that arises in navigation/tracking showing that the proposed BC filters can obtain the same 
level of accuracy as particle filters, approaching the theoretical benchmark, but with several orders of 
magnitude smaller complexity. 
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